
Afterwards

Last August through February I met Jiahuan Xu at the
Friday evening fellowship of Chinese students and
visiting scholars at the Colorado School of Mines.
Here is a photo of her on September 7, 2013, sitting
on the Continental Divide in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains, with Keystone Ski Resort in the
background. More recently I was delighted to
discover that she was teaching physics here at the
Zhenjiang University of Science and Technology. She
was able to meet me briefly a couple of weeks ago at
our hotel. After our closing ceremonies and lunch we
got together again for the afternoon, dinner, and evening. I rode on the back of her electric motorcycle from the
hotel to the main highway were we were greeted by her husband. Thereafter Jiahuan and I traveled by taxi and
bus. It was a hot and humid afternoon as we visited the first park, but a cold front with rain helped our
enjoyment of a second park.

Jiaoshan Park is on an island in the Yangtze River, and we took a ferry to visit it. The tower on top was too
high for a climb that hot afternoon. So we walked around the outside edge of the island. There we saw the
remains of an old fort built to defend the region against European ships. Some cannons were still present.



The weather change enabled us to climb the hill at
Beigushan Park more comfortably. At the top was this
building, and we climbed to its top floor. The rain was
more intense while we were up there.

From up there I took two photos. One was aimed at
the tall (dark) apartment tower where Xiao Jun lives,
as shown in the previous Trip Report. The other
viewed the waterfront where our team walked in the
early evening, now in the daylight. (Slight overlap)

That provides part of a panoramic view of the city of Zhenjiang, whose population is about 3 million.



Then Jiahuan and I went to a restaurant near her university for a
dinner with her husband, shown here.

On Friday our team went by high speed train back to Beijing. We
were accompanied by Jessie, Adele, and Skye, our assistant site
directors who had done such a good job of taking care of all of our
needs. On Saturday morning they said a tearful goodbye to each of
us American teachers and then returned to Zhenjiang.

Our Sunday flights back to America went well. I finally arrived
home about 1 PM on Monday afternoon, August 4. As we
approached Denver I had a good view off the Lockheed-Martin
Waterton Canyon factory complex (shown in the next photo)
where large rockets and satellites are built. I had a tour of their
Atlas assembly building several years ago. At the Denver airport I
spotted the huge Russian cargo plane that was there to carry a large

rocket to its destination.

Typhoon Matmo had only a minor effect at Zhenjiang. Ed Holroyd, 5 August 2014


